
THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE SUN

To break it down, the Sun is about half way through the most stable part of its life. Over the course of the past four billion
years, during which.

Over time, they will expand, cool and change colour to become red giants. When about 1. Tachocline â€” the
boundary region between the radiative and convective zones. After spending the majority of its life in this
stage, the star's core begins to gradually heat up, the star expands and becomes redder until it transforms into a
red giant. If the star which explodes is especially large, it can even form a black hole. And, like all stars, the
Sun has a life cycle. Gravity wants to shrink the star, while heat nuclear fusion wants to make it bigger. Very
large, massive stars burn their fuel much faster than smaller stars and may only last a few hundred thousand
years. It later becomes a star like our Sun. However, this process cannot last forever since there is a finite
amount of hydrogen in the core of the Sun. For the Sun, this process began 4. Theoretical models of the Sun's
interior indicate a maximum power density, or energy production, of approximately  Gravity pulled most of
the matter to the center, forming a very dense, very hot ball of mass. Like this lesson Share Do you know how
old the Sun is or how long it will live? Heat is transferred outward from the Sun's core by radiation rather than
by convection see Radiative zone below , so the fusion products are not lifted outward by heat; they remain in
the core [54] and gradually an inner core of helium has begun to form that cannot be fused because presently
the Sun's core is not hot or dense enough to fuse helium. Eventually, the entire core of our Sun will be fused
Helium. A star with much mass will have a greater gravitational force operating on its mass, generating greater
internal pressures and thus higher temperatures. Originally it would have contained about  Most of the
material ended up in a ball at the center while the rest of the matter flattened out into disk that circled around
it. In the case of our Sun, the cloud of dust and gas must have come from a much older star which blew up and
scattered its remains outward you will learn about this later. However, the very broad spreading of these
particles means an infrared glow over a large area and thus resulting in a higher Absolute Magnitude.
However, while the Sun is the center of our solar system, it is simply one of a countless number of stars in the
universe. The ball at the center would eventually form the Sun, while the disk of material would form the
planets. This heat is akin to rubbing your hands together. Over the past 4. Due to more of the core of the Sun
being fused into Helium, the core itself will have less atomic nuclei inside, and gravitational pressure will
increase. The proportions of metals heavier elements is unchanged. On the left the star is seen as a protostar,
embedded within a dusty disc of material as it forms. Composition See also: Molecules in stars The Sun is
composed primarily of the chemical elements hydrogen and helium. The physical bouncing of these particles
into each other generated frictional heat. When this super-massive Sun ran out of hydrogen fuel in its core, it
would switch over to converting atoms of helium, and then atoms of carbon just like our own. Hydrogen fuses
into helium which cannot currently be fused at this point in the Sun's life. The solar constant is the amount of
power that the Sun deposits per unit area that is directly exposed to sunlight. The ever-present crushing force
of gravity is trying to collapse the Sun into the smallest possible ball. But much will happen in this amount of
time. Every second, million tons of matter are converted into neutrinos, solar radiation, and roughly 4 x Watts
of energy. Stars with a higher mass live very exciting lifecycles. By that point, humanity will either be long
dead or have moved on. This is a region where the sharp regime change between the uniform rotation of the
radiative zone and the differential rotation of the convection zone results in a large shear between the twoâ€”a
condition where successive horizontal layers slide past one another. But the object is very small, a diameter
equal to that of the Earth, so the Luminosity and Absolute Magnitudes are significantly low. A protostar in
space. Instead, the density of the plasma is low enough to allow convective currents to develop and move the
Sun's energy outward towards its surface. Re-emission happens in a random direction and usually at a slightly
lower energy.


